The development of subjective group dynamics: When in-group bias gets specific
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Children aged 6–7 years and 10–11 years evaluated an in-group or out-group summer school and judged in-group or out-group members whose attitudes towards the summer schools were either normative or anti-normative. According to a subjective group dynamics model of intergroup processes, intergroup differentiation and intragroup differentiation co-occur to bolster the validity of in-group norms. The hypothesis that this process develops later than simple in-group bias was confirmed. All children expressed global in-group bias, but differential reactions to in-group and out-group deviants were stronger among older children. Moreover, the increasing relationship, with age, between in-group bias and evaluative preferences for in-group and out-group members that provide relative support to in-group norms, is mediated by the degree of perceptual differentiation among group members.

The present article examines developmental changes in judgments of deviant and normative group members within in-groups or out-groups. Social exclusion is a serious social problem. Being rejected by one’s peers can cause increases in antisocial behaviour, aggression, lowered intellectual performance, self-defeating behaviour and a series of other maladaptive responses (Twenge & Baumeister, in press; Williams, 2001). Children who are cast as misfits may be bullied, victimized or disadvantaged in other ways (Crick, 1997; Hoover, Oliver, & Hazler, 1992; Schuster, 1996). Therefore, an important social task that children face is to work out when their own and others’ behaviour contravenes social norms, and to decide how to respond when such norms are contravened (Emler & Reicher, 1995). Investigation of responses to social conformity and deviance may provide useful insight into ways of ameliorating potentially damaging consequences of social inclusion and exclusion processes among
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children. However, it is important to note that children may reject or accept one another on the basis of different criteria. In particular, they may focus on social category memberships (e.g. in-group versus out-group), or on individual behaviour.

The majority of research into children's intergroup attitudes has used measures of group preference (see reviews by Aboud, 1988; Aboud & Amato, 2001; Katz, 1976; Nesdale, 2001), in which children are required to make a forced choice between targets that represent whole social groups (e.g. a boy vs. a girl). This methodology excludes the possibility of evaluating how children use available information to judge individual in-group and out-group members and how these evaluations relate to their overall intergroup attitudes. In contrast, research on group deviance in adults has traditionally focused on evaluations of group members. Typically, this research has examined behaviour or characteristics that reduce the group's distinctiveness, contradict its stereotype, or threaten its goals (Levine, 1989). According to self-categorization theory, in-group norms embody the behaviours or features that members should adopt, and that maintain distinctiveness from the out-group (Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987). Previous research with adults has examined how deviant members of in-groups and out-groups are evaluated (e.g. Abrams, Marques, Bown, & Henson, 2000; Marques, Abrams, Paez, & Martinez-Taboada, 1998, Marques, Abrams & Serôdio, 2001). However, relatively little is known about the development of judgments of specific normative and deviant members of social groups. Children undoubtedly experience members of their groups whose behaviour violates in-group norms (e.g. team members who prefer the other team, children who won't join in a game, children who prefer opposite-gender typical activities). The present article reports a developmental study that examines how children evaluate deviants in an intergroup context.

**Development of in-group preference**

In-group preferences are known to emerge relatively early in childhood. For example, research on ethnicity and gender has shown that by the age of 3 or 4 years children normally express more positive attitudes towards their own group than towards others (see Aboud, 1988; Bigler, 1995; Bigler & Liben, 1992; Nesdale, 2001; Powlishta, 1995a, 1995b; Powlishta, Serbin, Doyle, & White, 1994; Yee & Brown, 1994). Studies have even shown in-group favouritism in minimal or transitory groups at around 5 years of age (e.g. Bigler, 1995; Bigler, Brown, & Markell, 2001; Bigler, Jones, & Loblin, 1997; Nesdale & Flessen, 2001; Spielman, 2000; Vaughan, Tajfel, & Williams, 1981).

Cognitive-developmental theory is probably the most well-known account of how intergroup attitudes develop in childhood (see Aboud, 1988; Aboud & Amato, 2001; Doyle & Aboud, 1995; Katz, 1976; Lambert & Klineberg, 1967; Powlishta et al., 1994). This theory contends that only with cognitive development do children stop defaulting to the use of social categorization and consequently show a reduction in intergroup discrimination. When children move away from the 'sociocentric' (Piaget & Weil, 1951) stage of development their perceptions cease to focus only on group differences, and they become capable of making social judgments also on the basis of unique interpersonal characteristics of an individual. Therefore, cognitive-developmental theory predicts that, as children get older and increase in cognitive maturity, the availability of information about individuals' characteristics should dominate perception, and thereby help to reduce intergroup biases. Aboud's social-cognitive developmental theory (Aboud, 1988) proposes a sequence of development involving shifts in the child's focus of attention 'from self, to groups, and finally to individuals'...
(p. 23). As a result, at the third stage of the sequence, ‘greater attention to individuals should be accompanied by even lower levels of prejudice . . . . This is not to say that all people will be evaluated positively, but the criterion will not be [ethnic] group membership’ (p. 25).

There is evidence that, with age, children often show less negative intergroup attitudes, especially in relation to ethnicity (see, for a review, Aboud, 1988; Aboud & Amato, 2001). Despite this attenuation, there is evidence that older children can still show significant levels of intergroup bias (e.g. Abrams, 1985, 1989; Augoustinos & Rosewarne, 2001; Bennett, Lyons, Sani, & Barrett, 1998; Black-Gutman & Hickson, 1996; Rutland, 1999; Verkuyten, Masson, & Elffers, 1995; Yee & Brown, 1994). Moreover, the idea that intergroup discrimination in general decreases with age seems strange in light of the apparent ease with which adolescents can be induced to show in-group bias (see Abrams & Brown, 1989; Brewer & Brown, 1988; Hewstone, Rubin, & Willis, 2002).

An interesting possibility that we consider in the present research is that as children get older they sustain their social identification with particular categories and groups through evaluations of individual group members, and rely less on global evaluations of the entire group. In other words, although they develop the ability to engage in multiple classifications and perceive within-group differences (Bigler, 1995; Black-Gutman & Hickson, 1996; Doyle & Aboud, 1995; Katz, Sohn, & Zalk, 1975, Martin, 1989), this allows them to reinforce their identification with social categories. The children do not abandon or reduce category-based judgments, but instead may sustain important category differences by approving of individuals (i.e. out-group deviant and in-group normative targets) who provide relative support for in-group categories. This prediction fits with evidence that suggests that between 7 and 9 years of age children show important social-cognitive transitions from judgments based on a few primarily physical and concrete categories (e.g. sex, hair colour) to ones formulated using a multitude of abstract social and psychological categories (e.g. intelligent, altruistic, friendly) (Cameron, Alvarez, Ruble, & Filigni, 2001; Ruble & Dweck, 1995). In addition, children develop the ability to engage in complex social comparisons between individuals and groups based on dispositional characteristics, such as shared attitudes and beliefs (Ruble & Frey, 1991; Rutland, 1999; Sani, Bennett, Agostini, Malucchi, & Ferguson, 2000).

**Adult responses to deviant group members**

Deviance from group norms is often accompanied by antisocial or undesirable behaviour, and this means that there is an added ‘moral’ dimension that may serve to justify negative treatment of these deviants. However, it is important to distinguish between general rule-breaking or unattractiveness and deviance that contravenes specific norms that are important for the maintenance of group differences. For example, in general, behaving fairly or positively toward others is judged favourably. Nevertheless, the same behaviour may have different implications if directed toward in-group versus out-group members (Abrams, Marques, Bown, & Dougill, 2002; Zdaniuk & Levine, 2001). Group members may vary in the degree to which they follow norms prescribed by their own group. When group membership is salient or when people identify with the group, instances of deviance from these prescriptive norms may threaten the in-group consensus, and hence endanger positive social identification with the group. The present article investigates how children react to deviation that is anti-
normative within in-groups or out-groups. Previously, we have defined anti-norm deviants as group members who reject their group’s norms in a way that implies movement towards the normative attitudes or behaviour attributed to a contrasting group (Abrams et al., 2000).

Social identity theory (e.g. Tajfel, 1981; Tajfel & Turner, 1986), holds that people are motivated to sustain a positive social identity. Our model of subjective group dynamics (SGD; Abrams et al., 2000; Marques, Paez, & Abrams, 1998) proposes that the subjective value of the in-group is sustained when other individuals endorse prescriptive in-group norms, and is threatened when others endorse the norms of opposing groups (Marques, Paez, & Abrams, 1998). Therefore, even though people may differentiate in-groups from out-groups as a whole (e.g. showing general favouritism to the in-group), they also differentiate among members within the groups in a way that favours those individuals who provide relative endorsement of the in-group over members who provide relative endorsement of the out-group. The normal pattern of in-group favouritism is often eliminated, and sometimes reversed, when people judge anti-normative group members. Evidence is consistent with the idea that it is the relative position of the group members within a group, rather than their particular behaviour, that affects judgments and evaluations (Marques, Abrams et al., 1998). In summary, a consequence of subjective group dynamics is that people tend to feel less favourable towards in-group members whose attitudes or behaviour suggest relative rejection of in-group norms, and they feel more favourable towards out-group members whose behaviour provides relative support for in-group norms. Marques, Abrams et al. (1998, Experiments 1, 2, 3) demonstrated this effect among students in minimal groups when the deviants endorsed positions in line with the opposing group, and Abrams et al. (2000, Experiment 2; Abrams et al., 2002) found a similar effect for real group memberships among teenagers, university students and bank employees.

**Children’s evaluations of individual group members**

A limited number of studies have asked children to evaluate or make judgments relating to individual members of social groups. For example, a recent study by Bigler et al. (2001) into the effect of group status on children’s intergroup attitudes presented children with individuating information about peers. Despite that information, the children still showed significant levels of intergroup discrimination. This could have resulted from the use of novel social groups (‘blue’ and ‘yellow’) without distinct in-group social norms.

Nesdale (1999) also presented children with individuating information about traits but utilized a social category used less readily with increasing age, namely the ethnic category (see Aboud, 1988). He examined how children’s ethnic group preferences were affected by the knowledge that an in-group or out-group person did not fit with the group stereotype. Anglo-Australian children from three age groups (8, 10 and 12 years) listened to a story about both an in-group Anglo-Australian boy and an out-group Vietnamese boy, each of whom showed equal numbers of ethnic stereotype-consistent and -inconsistent traits. Older children produced better memory recall for in-group vs. out-group story character’s stereotype-inconsistent vs. consistent traits. More importantly, children aged between 10 and 11 years expressed greater liking for the out-group than the in-group character, whereas the younger children preferred the in-group member.

The results of Nesdale’s (1999) study suggest that the use of individuating
information about group members develops later than intergroup differentiation. However, that research did not address the question of the linkage between intergroup and intragroup judgments. Specifically, the subjective group dynamics model holds that the motivation to favour the in-group over the out-group, as a whole, functions in concert with the motivation to favour individual group members from either group who show relative support for the in-group. To assess the operation of subjective group dynamics (SGD) directly it is necessary to invoke an explicit in-group vs. out-group comparison. In addition, the SGD model is concerned with norms rather than traits or stereotypes, and there seems to be little research that has examined intergroup norm violation effects on children’s judgments of group members. In addition, most studies of intergroup evaluations by children simply present a normative group member as the target of judgment. However, the SGD model concerns differentiation between normative and deviant targets within groups, and this is best explored by asking participants to judge both types of target (see Abrams et al., 2000). The present study therefore examines judgments of deviant members relative to normative members within in-groups or out-groups. Finally, for subjective group dynamics to function, it is necessary that group members be able to detect normative differences within groups. Previous research has suggested that children below the age of 10 years often lack detailed stereotype knowledge of the national in-group and out-groups (see Barrett & Short, 1992; Rutland, 1999; Sani & Bennett, 2001). This may mean that, when stereotype information is presented (e.g. Nesdale, 1999) younger children may lack the stereotype knowledge required to understand inconsistencies. In contrast, prescriptive behavioural norms tend to be quite unambiguous and unidimensional, and so it seems likely that even younger children may have a basic awareness of such norms. One goal of the present research is to examine whether younger children are aware of deviations from group norms, and how such awareness affects evaluations of individual group members.

The present research tests the hypothesis that subjective group dynamics develop later than simple in-group bias, and that evaluative differentiation among group members depends on distinguishing among them in terms of their adherence to group norms. Our research is set in the context of a summer school and we used the fact that two similar schools operate within a locality to make intergroup comparisons salient to the children. Much of the classic research in intergroup conflict and cooperation has been conducted in similar settings (e.g. Sherif, 1966; Sherif, Harvey, White, Hood, & Sherif, 1961). This particular intergroup setting was also useful because the children had low familiarity with the other individuals in each group, and group membership was highly meaningful, but temporary, cross-cutting many other longstanding categories (e.g. the children’s own school, gender and age). As a result we were able to manipulate the apparent normativeness and deviance of stimulus group members very precisely. Indeed, we ensured that, whereas in-group and out-group normative members simply said positive things about their respective groups, deviant group members expressed a positive attitude towards both groups. In fact, the deviants in the in-group condition and the out-group condition expressed identical attitudes. This manipulation ensured that there were no confounds between the overall positivity or social desirability of different group members and whether they were normative or deviant, or in-group or out-group members. The only variation was in terms of relative support for the in-group and out-group. In order to examine whether there are developmental changes in reactions to normative and deviant group members, we compared responses from 6–7-year-olds and 10–11-year-olds. This age range was chosen
because evidence suggests that between these ages children develop the ability to engage in multiple classification (e.g. Bigler, 1995; Doyle & Aboud, 1995), a necessary requirement for intragroup differentiation.

Overview and hypotheses
Two summer play-school schemes agreed to participate in this study. We used a $2 \times 2$ design within each of two age groups, 6–7 and 10–11 years. Children received information about either members of the in-group scheme or the out-group scheme. Normative members made two positive statements about their summer school. Deviant members made one positive statement about their school and one positive statement about the other summer school. All children were asked to make judgments about both groups as a whole, and about a normative member and a deviant member of the target group.

Subjective group dynamics hypotheses
We expected children to show in-group bias when they made global judgments about the two groups. However, reactions to deviants should involve two processes. First, the extent of deviation at the intragroup level may be perceived. This is necessary, but not sufficient, to provoke negative evaluations and judgments of the deviants (Marques, Abrams et al., 1998, Experiment 3). More relevant is the meaning attached to such deviance. That is, perceivers must not only be aware of differences within groups, but must interpret those differences in terms of their implications for group norms. The particular evaluation of a deviant will be determined by the relative support they provide for in-group norms in comparison with normative members, as reflected by perceptions of the perceived acceptability or inclusion of the members in the group. Out-group members who deviate by acknowledging the value of the in-group should help validate prescriptive in-group norms. Because an underlying motive for evaluations of these members is to sustain in-group social identity, out-group deviants should be evaluated more positively than normative out-group members (who only acknowledge the value of the out-group). Conversely, in-group members who deviate by acknowledging the value of the out-group should threaten prescriptive in-group norms. Therefore, in-group deviants should be evaluated less positively than normative in-group members (who only acknowledge the value of the in-group). Therefore, our general prediction is that, when subjective group dynamics are operating, participants will favour an in-group normative member over an in-group deviant, but will favour an out-group deviant member over an out-group normative member (as found among adults, see Abrams, Marques, Randlesley de Moura, Hutchison, & Bown, in press; Cameira, Marques, Abrams, & Serôdio, 2001).

A further aspect of the subjective group dynamics approach is that intergroup differentiation and intragroup differentiation should co-occur (Abrams et al., 2000; Marques, Abrams et al., 1998). Thus, the more individuals show general bias in favour of their in-group, the more they should relatively favour in-group and out-group members who help to validate the in-group norm.

Developmental differences
Subjective group dynamics requires the application and interpretation of multiple abstract classifications and social comparisons (Bigler, 1995; Black-Gutman & Hickson, 1996; Cameron et al., 2001; Doyle & Aboud, 1995; Katz et al., 1975; Ruble & Dweck,
Therefore, we expect subjective group dynamics to emerge later than simple in-group preferences and than the ability simply to detect that individuals behave differently from one another. Among both age groups we expect children to express global intergroup bias, and to detect that normative and deviant individuals behave differently, with deviants being less typical of the wider group. However, it seems likely that older children will have a more sophisticated understanding of the implications of atypicality in an intergroup context. This should be revealed by older children’s expectations of how acceptable the individuals will be to other members of each group, and their evaluations of those individuals.

Cognitive-developmental theory would expect that evaluations should increasingly be based on individuated processing with age. In the present study, all targets expressed only positive attitudes. Thus, the general likeableness of targets was assumed to be equal. As a result, one outcome could be that older children focus on the individual characteristics and do not favour in-group over out-group members. However, a second possibility is that older children might judge targets according to their adherence to moral rules, such as codes of fairness and equality (Damon, 1977; Hoffman, 2000). If this happens, more even-handed (deviant) individuals might be judged more favourably than partisan (normative) individuals, regardless of which group they belong to. However, both of these possible patterns of evaluation would cause a reduction in in-group bias when judging target individuals because target-behaviour information would either attenuate, or cancel out, the effects of target category membership.

In contrast to cognitive-developmental theory, the subjective group dynamics hypothesis is that older children will be more likely to interpret differences among individuals with reference to their fit to group norms. Therefore, rather than evaluating all targets equally favourably, older children will differentiate more strongly between those whose behaviour is normative and deviant, in terms of their acceptability for inclusion in each group. They will then favour those targets whose behaviour is relatively in-group supportive. Therefore, with age, we expect that category membership will be used more systematically as the frame of reference for judging target behaviour.

**Method**

**Norm check**

We conducted a small preliminary study to ensure that that children could distinguish between the typicality of statements designed to be normative and deviant. Nine 7-year-olds and twelve 11-year-olds from a school in south-east England were asked to estimate the proportion of children in their school who would agree with a series of statements made by a child from their school.

Children were tested individually by a female experimenter. They were told that they would be presented with some questions about different schools. First the response format was explained. A picture of 12 stick people was presented and described as ‘a group of children’. Then, it was explained how to answer the question, ‘How many of these children do you think would say “I love eating sweets”? A series of response scales was presented, showing proportionate numbers of stick people with labels representing all the children, most of the children, about half of the children, a few of
the children and none of the children. This was later scored as a scale from 1 (none) to 5 (all). Once the child’s responses indicated that he or she understood how to use the response format, the main questionnaire was presented. Children were reminded that answers were completely anonymous and that there were no right or wrong answers; we just wanted to know what they thought.

Children were then asked to ‘Think about children from [name of their school]. Here is a group of 15 children from [School] talking about school. Think about what the children would say about [School]. Below are some things children might say about school. How many children in this group would say these statements?’ There followed a series of five ‘normative’ and one ‘deviant’ statements, used in the main study, with the response scale presented below each one. The normative statements were positive statements about the school, such as ‘I really like [School]’, and ‘[School] is a great place to be’, and were used as attitude stimuli in the main study. The deviant statement referred to a comparable local out-group school, and stated ‘[out-group school] would be good because there are lots of exciting things to do there’. These statements were designed such that evaluations of the two schools were independent – praise for one school did not necessarily imply criticism of the other. However, we expected that praise for the out-group school would be regarded as deviant. We also presented two items that were more blatant – in which the evaluations of the schools were interdependent. The normative bias statement was ‘No other school in [Town] is better than [in-group school]’. The deviant bias statement was ‘No other school in [Town] is better than [out-group school]’. Although the design of the main study precluded use of these two items, they still provide a useful check on the normative expectations of judgments about in-group and out-group schools.

We averaged the responses to the five normative items and compared this score with the response to the deviant item. A mixed ANOVA, with age group as a between-participants variable and item type (normative vs. deviant) as a within-participants variable revealed no significant effect of age but a significant effect of item type, $F(1,19) = 15.49, p < .001$. Normative attitudes were expected to be expressed by a larger number of children ($M = 4.02, SD = 0.47$) than was the deviant attitude ($M = 2.95, SD = 1.02$). Next, we analysed responses on the two blatant items. Again, there was a significant effect only of item type, $F(1, 19) = 28.08, p < .001$. The normative statement was expected to be expressed by more children ($M = 3.81, SD = 0.93$) than was the deviant statement ($M = 2.14, SD = 0.91$).

These results confirm that both younger and older children expected schoolchildren to say positive things about their in-group school but not about an out-group school. Children appear to have clear expectations regarding the expression of in-group supporting and out-group supporting attitudes.

**Design and participants**

We used a 2 (Group: In-group vs. Out-group) × 2 (Age: 6–7, 10–11) between-participants × 2 (Member: Normative vs. Deviant) within-participants design.

Sixty-seven children attending two summer schools in the same district of south-east England sampled in our preliminary study participated. (The schemes both provided sports and other activities for children from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. each weekday.) Most children were white and from predominantly middle-class backgrounds. Data from three children were discarded because they showed problems in understanding or completing the measures (e.g. children who were new to the area and said they did not
know about the other summer school). Data were collected from 41 boys and 23 girls from two age groups: 6–7 years ($n = 32, M = 82.47$ months, $SD = 7.63$ months); 10–11 years ($n = 32, M = 124.50$ months, $SD = 4.23$ months). Gender was evenly distributed between schools and age groups. Only one school had children in the youngest age group ($n = 32$), whereas 14 older participants were from that school and 18 from the other.

**Procedure**

Children participated individually under the supervision of an experimenter. The younger children were invited to participate in the study and were interviewed individually at a table by an adult experimenter. The older children self-completed the questionnaire at a separate table. Children were assigned randomly to condition.

**Materials**

Participants were given a questionnaire and either completed this themselves or each question was read out and they pointed to their answer. The front page explained that, ‘We are asking children about the Summer School. Most of the questions can be answered by putting a tick next to a picture of a face’. There followed a series of questions about the weather that day with an explanation of which face to tick to describe it. Each point on the 5-point scale was represented by a circular ‘feeling face’. The scale had the mouth in a **downward position** (1) through **horizontal** (3), to a **large smile position** (5). This page was used to check that participants understood how to use the response scale.

The next page asked about specific evaluations of their summer school. ‘Please tell us what you think about the summer school here at [School] by ticking the face that shows what you feel’. The questions asked if there was enough to do, if it was fun, whether the people were nice, whether it was a good place to be, whether it was good for sport and whether the activities were exciting. The next question tapped the global judgment of their summer school, by asking ‘How much do you like your summer school scheme at [School]’. A parallel question was asked about the other school: ‘How much do you think you would like to be at the summer school at [other School] instead?’.

The next page presented ‘some of the things said by children who went to [Summer School] last year’. This page presented statements by three characters, Peter, Jo and finally Gill. Jo was always the deviant member. Peter and Gill were normative members and were conceptually intended to be interchangeable, differing only in terms of gender. Gender is not strictly relevant to the present hypotheses, or to the comparison between the summer schools, and we have no *a priori* reason to expect gender to affect responses. However, we were aware that previous research had revealed pronounced in-group gender bias among children (e.g. Bigler, 1995; Martin, 1989; Powlishta, 1995a, 1995b; Yee & Brown, 1994). As a precaution, and to minimize the complexity of the design, we made the deviant’s gender ambiguous, but we counterbalanced which normative member was evaluated, such that half the children judged a male normative target and the others judged a female normative target. If gender bias is present it will be revealed as a preference for the own-gender normative
members over the opposite-gender normative members, regardless of which summer school the members are attending.

The referent school varied depending on whether participants were in the in-group or out-group member condition. One normative member said, ‘I really like the [Summer School], there’s lots of different things you can do, and the [Summer School] is a great place to be during the summer’. The second normative member said, ‘The [Summer School] scheme is good for sports and games and the people are really nice at the [Summer School]’. The deviant member made a positive statement about both schools. These statements were actually kept constant across all conditions, and the name Jo was chosen because it is equally appropriate for either gender in the UK. Jo said ‘All the things you can do at [own Summer School] are great fun, but I think the [other Summer School] would be good because there are lots of exciting things to do there’. We kept this statement constant across conditions so we could ensure that the deviant members were comparable.1

The rest of the questionnaire asked about two of the group members, beginning with a normative member (either Peter or Gill, depending on Version condition), and followed by the deviant member (Jo). For each of the members, participants were first reminded of what that member had said, and then were asked 10 questions. The first two questions constituted a perceptual accuracy check to see whether participants understood which preferences the member had expressed. ‘What does [member] feel about being at the [Summer School]’, and ‘what do you think [member] would feel about going to the [other Summer School] instead?’. A measure of member-group typicality was designed to check that the normative targets were viewed as more typical (i.e. normative) of their groups than were the deviant targets. These items asked, ‘How many other children at [Summer School] would think the same as [member]?’. As in the Norm Check study described earlier, the options ran from ‘Almost all’, to ‘A lot’ to ‘Quite a few’, ‘Hardly any’ and ‘None’. Above each label was a schematic picture that depicted 40, 18, 10, 4 or no people, respectively. Two questions used the face scales to measure perceived same-group inclusion and other-group inclusion. These were included to see whether children understood the social implications of the targets’ attitudes, in terms of their likely acceptability to members of each group. The questions were, ‘How do you think other children at [Summer School] would feel towards [member]?’, and ‘How do you think children who go to the [other Summer School] would feel toward [member]?’.

Four items tapped member evaluations by asking, ‘how do you feel towards [member]?’, ‘how do you feel about what [member] said?’, ‘how much would you like to be [member’s] friend?’, and ‘in a game, how much would you want [member] to be on your team?’. Responses were made using the feeling face scales. After completing the member ratings for the normative and deviant member, participants were asked if they had any questions, and were then offered the choice of a cartoon sticker or a coloured pen for participating.

---

1 We used the independent statements because this allowed us to ensure that the deviant expressed an identical attitude in both the in-group and the out-group condition, and that we only manipulated deviance in terms of one target. Using the blatant (interdependent) statements would have meant the deviants expressed negativity to their own group at the same time as positivity to the out-group, which would have made interpretation of the results more difficult.
Results

We first checked whether there were any main effects of school among the older age group. Across the dependent variables there was no significant multivariate effect of school, $F(12, 20) = 0.48$. A similar analysis involving participant gender was marginally significant, multivariate $F = 1.89, p = .057$. These effects were in any case not directly relevant to the main hypotheses of the study, and interactions with gender and school did not significantly qualify any of the effects reported below. Because of the marginal multivariate main effect of gender, and as a precaution to reduce error variance, we included gender as a covariate for the remaining analyses.

Specific in-group evaluations

The six items used to tap these evaluations were strongly intercorrelated. Factor analysis revealed that four of the items shared a common factor, accounting for 40% of the total variance. We averaged the responses to these four items to create a composite measure of specific evaluation (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .76$). All participants were highly positive, and the mean score (4.63) differed significantly from the scale midpoint of 3.0, $t(63) = 27.0, p < .001$. Next, we included this measure along with the two remaining items (whether the people were nice and whether the school was good for sports) in a MANCOVA with Age and Group as independent variables and Sex as a covariate. The only significant multivariate effect was for Sex, $F(3, 53)= 2.95, p = .041$. The univariate effect of Sex was significant only for the composite measure, $F(1, 55) = 4.73, p = .034$. Male participants were slightly less positive ($M = 4.53$) than female participants ($M = 4.81$). There were no significant main effects or interactions involving Age or Group.

Global in-group and out-group evaluations

These items were answered before participants received information about the target individuals. Evaluations of the two groups were analysed using an Age $\times$ Target Group (in-group vs. out-group) ANCOVA with repeated measures on the last factor and Sex as a covariate. As expected, the only significant effect was for Target Group, $F(1, 60)=220.57, p < .001$ (all other $Fs < 1.80$). The in-group was rated more positively than the out-group ($M = 4.70, SD = 0.63$, and $M = 2.23, SD = 1.19$, respectively), and both means differed significantly from the scale midpoint, $t_{\text{in-group}}(63) = 21.48, p < .001; t_{\text{out-group}}(63) = 5.14, p < .001$. Thus, as can be seen in Table 1, regardless of age, participants showed significant global bias in favour of the in-group and against the out-group.

Perceptual accuracy check

The perceptual accuracy measure was designed to detect whether participants were aware that the deviant member was more positive than the normative member about attending the opposing summer school scheme. To check whether participant gender and gender of the normative target (Version: Peter vs. Gill) affected these judgments,
we first conducted a Sex × Version × Age × Group × Destination (same vs. other school) ANOVA on judgments of how the normative member would feel about going to their own summer school, and to the other summer school. Sex, Version, Age and Group were between-participants variables and Destination was a within-participants variable. There were no significant main effects or interactions involving Sex, Version or Destination (all Ts(1, 49) < 2.30, all ps > .15) and we therefore collapsed across these factors, including Sex as a covariate in later analyses. An Age × Group ANCOVA examined perceptions of normative vs. deviant member’s statements about attending their summer school (see Table 1). Participants perceived that the normative member was more positive (M = 4.92, SD = 0.27) than the deviant member (M = 3.67, SD = 1.17), F(1, 60) = 79.46, p < .001. This effect was qualified by an Age × Member interaction, F(1, 60) = 6.38, p = .014. Although highly significant within both age groups, perceptions of members differed less within the younger age group (Mnormative = 4.88, SD = 0.34; Mdeviant = 3.97, SD = 1.15; F(1, 62) = 20.77, p < .001) than the older age group (Mnormative = 4.97, SD = 0.18; Mdeviant = 3.38, SD = 1.13; F(1, 62) = 64.25, p < .001).

A similar ANCOVA on perceptions of members’ statements about attending the alternative summer school revealed that the normative member was expected to feel less positive than the deviant member (Mnormative = 3.23, SD = 1.22, Mdeviant = 4.19, SD = 0.94; F(1, 60) = 37.92, p < .001). This effect was qualified by a significant Group × Member interaction, F(1, 60) = 4.66, p = .035. The simple effect of member was larger within the in-group condition (Mnormative = 2.97, SD = 1.19, Mdeviant = 4.24, SD = 0.99; F(1, 62) = 38.39, p < .001) than in the out-group condition (Mnormative = 3.53, SD = 1.20, Mdeviant = 4.13, SD = 0.9; F(1, 62) = 7.62, p = .008). Thus, participants in both age groups accurately detected that the deviant target was more favourable to the alternative summer school than were normative targets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In-group</th>
<th>Out-group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6–7 years</td>
<td>10–11 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global evaluation of in-group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normative</td>
<td>Deviant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.69 (1.01)</td>
<td>4.56 (0.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global evaluation of out-group</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member’s attitude</td>
<td>2.25 (1.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to same school</td>
<td>4.94 (0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to opposite school</td>
<td>3.31 (1.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member’s own-group typicality</td>
<td>4.31 (0.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group inclusion of member</td>
<td>1.13 (1.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of member</td>
<td>4.22 (0.97)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Means (SD) showing the effects of Group and Age on judgments of normative and deviant targets

**Note.** For the global evaluation measures the judgments were made about the group as a whole, and therefore there are no separate means relating to normative and deviant members.
**Member typicality**

We coded the typicality measure from 1 (*none*) to 5 (*almost all*). The ANCOVA on the member typicality item revealed significant main effects of Age and Member. Consistent with the manipulation, the normative member was viewed as significantly more typical ($M = 3.00$, $SD = 0.93$) than the deviant member ($M = 2.41$, $SD = 1.20$), $F(1, 60) = 10.81$, $p = .002$. Therefore, children were able to understand that the deviant was less typical than normative targets. In addition, younger children viewed both members as more typical ($M = 2.95$, $SD = 0.77$) than did the older children ($M = 2.44$, $SD = 0.77$), $F(1, 59) = 6.77$, $p = .012$.

**Group inclusion**

The measures of group inclusion were intended to capture children’s interpretation of the meaning of deviance for dynamics within the target’s group. For each target, we subtracted the rating of inclusion in the alternative group from the rating of inclusion in that member’s own group (raw means are shown in Table 1). This provided a measure of relative group inclusion. On this index a positive score reflects that the member is perceived to be more welcomed for inclusion by his or her own group than by the alternative group. A negative score reflects the reverse.

An ANCOVA on the group inclusion score for the normative and deviant members revealed a significant main effect of Member, $F(1, 60) = 28.75$, $p < .001$, a significant Age $\times$ Member interaction, $F(1, 60) = 4.52$, $p = .038$, and a significant Group $\times$ Member interaction $F(1, 60) = 11.20$, $p = .001$. Consistent with the hypothesis that older children would be more sensitive to the implications of deviance, simple effects analysis revealed that the effect of Member was larger in the older age group, $F(1, 62) = 27.07$, $p < .001$ than the younger age group, $F(1, 62) = 4.59$, $p = .036$. Older children judged the relative own-group inclusion of normative members ($M = 1.44$, $SD = 1.19$) and opposite group-inclusion of the deviant members ($M = -0.69$, $SD = 1.91$) to be larger than did younger children ($M_{\text{normative}} = 0.75$, $SD = 1.48$, and $M_{\text{deviant}} = -0.13$, $SD = 1.31$).

Simple effects analyses showed that the effect of member was significant within the in-group condition, $F(1, 62) = 39.94$, $p < .001$, but not within the out-group condition, $F(1, 62) = 1.55$. The normative member was seen as being included in their own group in both the in-group and out-group conditions ($M_{\text{in-group}} = 1.41$, $SD = 1.35$, $M_{\text{out-group}} = 0.73$, $SD = 1.34$), $F(1, 59) = 3.76$, $p = .057$, whereas the deviant member was seen as attracting other-group inclusion in the in-group condition ($M = -0.97$, $SD = 1.51$) and a weak own-group inclusion in the out-group condition ($M = 0.23$, $SD = 1.59$), $F(1, 59) = 8.92$, $p = .004$.

**Member evaluations**

The four items tapping evaluations of each member were first factor analysed with varimax rotation. This revealed two distinct factors, one consisting of normative member evaluations (19% of total variance) and the other of deviant member evaluations (52% of the total variance). For each member, we collapsed the sets of items to form a composite measure, and both were internally reliable (Cronbach’s $\alpha$ for the normative member $= .83$, $\alpha$ for the deviant member $= .87$). The Age $\times$ Group $\times$ Member ANCOVA on this measure revealed significant main effects of Age, $F(1, 59) = 7.29$, $p = .009$, Group, $F(1, 59) = 4.04$, $p = .049$ and Member, $F(1, 60) = 5.33$, $p = .024$. 
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*Subjective group dynamics and in-group bias*
Older children were less positive ($M = 3.29, SD = 0.88$) than younger children ($M = 3.85, SD = 0.84$). Evaluations of the in-group members were more positive ($M = 3.74, SD = 0.82$) than evaluations of the out-group members ($M = 3.37, SD = 0.95$). Evaluations of the normative member were more positive ($M = 3.72, SD = 0.96$) than evaluations of the deviant member ($M = 3.41, SD = 1.11$). These were qualified by a significant Group × Member interaction, $F(1, 59) = 19.35, p < .001$, and a significant Age × Group × Member interaction, $F(1, 59) = 4.26, p = .043$.

To understand the three-way interaction we examined the simple main effects and the simple Group × Member interactions within each age group. Within the younger age group the effect of Group was significant, $F(2, 59) = 47.67, p < .001$, but not the main effect of Member, $F(1, 62) = 1.38, p = .24$, and the Group × Member interaction was also non-significant, $F(2, 60) = 2.31, p = .11$. In the older age group, the effect of Group was significant, $F(2, 59) = 47.67, p < .001$, and so was the main effect of Member $F(1, 62) = 4.59, p = .036$. Moreover, the Group × Member interaction was highly significant, $F(2, 60) = 13.45, p < .001$. We then examined the simple effects of Member within levels of Group for the older age group. This revealed a significant effect of Member in the in-group condition, $F(1, 62) = 22.81, p < .001$, and marginal effect in the out-group condition, $F(1, 62) = 3.00, p = .09$. As shown in Table 1 and Fig. 1, both younger and older children preferred a normative in-group member over a deviant in-group member. However, only the older children were less favourable towards an out-group normative member than an out-group deviant.

![Figure 1. Effects of Age and Group membership on member evaluations.](image-url)
Additional analyses

We believe that the process underlying subjective group dynamics is that group members engage in intragroup differentiation as a means of sustaining in-group positivity. We further hypothesized that this process emerges developmentally later than simple in-group bias. It follows that there should be stronger relationships between in-group bias and intragroup differentiation among older children than younger children. To examine these ideas and to maximize power, we constructed three measures to capture intergroup and intragroup differentiation across in-group and out-group conditions. The first measure, \textit{in-group bias}, was the global evaluation of the in-group minus the global evaluation of the out-group. A higher score represents stronger in-group bias. This represents a form of intergroup differentiation. The second measure, which taps \textit{differential inclusiveness} between the normative and deviant member subtracts the relative group inclusiveness of the deviant member from the relative group inclusiveness of the normative member. Thus, a higher figure represents stronger differentiation between these members. The third measure, \textit{differential evaluation}, was constructed by subtracting the evaluation of the member who should be relatively unattractive to the in-group (i.e. the deviant in-group member or the normative out-group member) from the evaluation of the member who should be relatively attractive to the in-group (i.e. the normative in-group member or the deviant out-group member, respectively). Higher scores represent a stronger preference for the member who relatively provides most support for the in-group. Differential inclusiveness and differential evaluation represent forms of intragroup differentiation. If our analysis is correct, the relationship between intergroup and intragroup differentiation should strengthen with age. Moreover, the relationship between differential inclusiveness and differential evaluation should be stronger among older children.

In the younger age group (\(N = 32\)) in-group bias was not significantly related to differential inclusiveness or to differential evaluation (\(r < .26\)). Differential inclusiveness was significantly related to differential evaluation, \(r = .37, p = .04\). Among the older children (\(N = 32\)) in-group bias was correlated significantly with differential inclusiveness, \(r = .46, p = .008\), and positively, but not significantly to differential evaluation (\(r = .20\)). However, differential inclusiveness was in turn significantly related to differential evaluations, \(r = .59, p < .001\). Thus, in the older age group the more that children favoured the in-group over the out-group as a whole, the more they distinguished the group inclusiveness of normative and deviant members, and the more they made this distinction, the more that they favoured in-group and out-group members who were relatively in-group supportive. In contrast, among the younger children there was no evidence of any relationship between intergroup and intragroup differentiation processes.

In order to examine directly how age moderated the relationships among intergroup and intragroup judgments, we regressed in-group bias and age, and then the age \(\times\) bias interaction term, on to differential inclusiveness. The effect of bias was significant, \(B = 0.38, \beta = 0.27, t = 2.21, p = .03\), the effect of age was marginally significant \(B = 0.02, \beta = 0.21, t = 1.76, p = .08\), and the interaction was significant \(B = 0.02, \beta = 1.46, t = 2.34, p = .02, R^2 = .18, F(3, 60) = 4.72, p = .005\) In-group bias is more strongly associated with differential inclusiveness among the older children.

We then examined the effects of bias and age on differential evaluations. The effect of age was significant, \(B = .01, \beta = .28, t = 2.35, p = .02\), the effect of bias was marginally significant \(B = .16, \beta = .22, t = 1.87, p = .06; R^2 = .12, F(2, 60) = 4.56, p = .014\), but the interaction was non-significant. Next we examined the effect of
differential inclusiveness on differential evaluations. This was highly significant $\beta = .26$, $t = 4.81, p < .0001$. We used path analysis to examine the effect of age, intergroup bias, their interaction and differential inclusiveness on differential evaluations. Only the effect of differential inclusiveness was significant, $B = .25$, $t = 4.20, p < .001; R^2 = .32, F(4, 59) = 7.03, p < .001$. These results are summarized in the path model shown in Fig. 2, which shows that age, bias and their interaction affected differential inclusiveness, which in turn affected differential evaluations. Moreover, the effects of age and in-group bias on differential evaluations were mediated significantly by differential inclusiveness, $Z = 2.28, p = .02$. The direct paths from age and bias to differential evaluations were non-significant ($\beta$s = 0.17 and 0.10, $t$s = 1.52, 0.90, respectively).

These analyses show that the relationship between in-group bias and differential inclusiveness increases with age. Moreover, in-group bias is not directly associated with evaluative differentiation among group members. Rather, the relationship between in-group bias and evaluative differentiation is mediated by differential inclusiveness. This evidence is consistent with the idea that the subjective integration of intergroup and intragroup differentiation emerges later than simple intergroup differentiation.

**Discussion**

A number of results emerge clearly from this study. First, the summer schools manifestly constituted a valued group membership for the children. As well as being very positive about their summer school, they all showed significant bias in favour of their own vs. the alternative summer school on the global bias measures. This was not affected by which summer school they attended, their gender or their age. This finding is consistent with social identity theory and previous research showing that young children readily show in-group bias in minimal or transitory groups and that such bias continues into middle-childhood (Bigler, 1995; Bigler et al., 1997, 2001; Durkin &
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Figure 2. Path diagram of the effects of intergroup bias and age on differential inclusion and differential evaluation. Path weights are standardized group coefficients; *$p < .5$; +$p = .8$.
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4 To test the significance of mediation by differential inclusiveness of the total variance in differential evaluations explained by both bias and age and their interaction, we used the Goodman (I) version of the Sobel test (Goodman, 1960; see also Baron & Kenny, 1986, and MacKinnon, Warsi, & Dwyer, 1995). Analysis of the unique mediation of bias and age also revealed significant mediation of in-group bias, $Z = 1.97, p = .049$. 
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A reduction of in-group bias might have been expected given cognitive-developmental theory's prediction that the development of individuated perception with age should result in less intergroup discrimination. However, we found no support either for the idea that older children might judge targets equally favourably (because all expressed positive sentiments) or that they might generally favour even-handed (deviant) targets over partisan (normative) targets on the basis of some moral principle (cf. Damon, 1977; Hoffman, 2000).

Also, our preliminary study to check intergroup norms showed that children in both age groups were clearly aware of intergroup norms that prohibit enthusiasm about out-group schools. This is consistent with the idea that loyalty norms are fairly basic and pervasive in society, perhaps for evolutionary as well as social reasons (Kurzban & Leary, 2000; Zdaniuk & Levine, 2001). Moreover, in the main study we found that children in both age groups were also able to detect that normative and deviant group members had different attitudes about attending each summer school. These perceptions were somewhat more extreme among older children. Both age groups were also clearly aware that the deviant target was less typical than the normative target. Interestingly, children were also more sensitive to the differences between normative and deviant members when judging in-group members rather than out-group members. These results add to the limited developmental evidence that converges with the adult literature on the out-group homogeneity effect, showing that intragroup differentiation is often more pronounced for in-groups than for out-groups (cf. Brauer, 2001; Powlishta 1995a; Simon, 1992; Simon & Brown, 1987).

In line with SGD’s predictions, children in both age groups were aware that deviant members were atypical, but older children were more attuned to the social implications of this atypicality. When asked to rate how acceptable the target would be from the perspective of other members of the group (relative group inclusion), differentiation between these members was significantly greater among older children. This result reveals that younger children’s awareness of differences among group members does not automatically enable them to understand the implications of these differences for relationships within and between groups. It is also compatible with research which suggests that below 8 years of age children do not fully understand self-presentation, or appreciate the perspective of the individual in relation to the social group (see Banerjee & Lintern, 2000; Banerjee & Yuill, 1999a, 1999b; Bennett & Yeeles, 1990).

The subjective group dynamics approach holds that evaluative differentiation among group members serves to sustain valued in-group distinctiveness. Therefore, in an intergroup context in which deviants imply support for opposing group norms, normative in-group members should be preferred over deviant in-group members, and deviant out-group members should be preferred over normative out-group members. The results on the member evaluations showed that only the older children displayed this pattern.

The path analysis adds weight to the conclusion that subjective group dynamics begin to operate later than simple intergroup differentiation. The relationship between in-group bias and differential inclusiveness between the normative and deviant members increased significantly with age, and the combined effects of age and in-group bias on differential evaluation were fully mediated by differential inclusion. These data are clearly consistent with the idea that the linkage between intergroup and intragroup differentiation increases with age.

The findings of this study suggest that with increasing age children do not reduce or
abandon category-based judgments, instead they develop the ability to integrate both intergroup and intragroup differentiation. The development of multiple classification and social comparison skills with age means that children can perceive within-group differences by attending to ‘individuating’ information. However, older children are still able, and often willing, to maintain their social identification with particular salient categories or groups by giving evaluative approval for in-group and out-group individuals who offer relative support for the in-group norms (i.e. out-group deviants and in-group normative targets).

The notion that children judge group members by engaging in both intergroup and intragroup differentiation is compatible with self-categorization theory’s claim that individual and categorical perceptions are not opposed processes, since social perception is inherently categorical (Rutland, 1999; Simon, 1997; Spears & Haslam, 1997). Individuating information (e.g. displaying the attribute of loyalty) can either act as a cue for a related set of individual traits or be related to behaviour of a particular category of people, depending on the social context (Abrams, 1996; Abrams & Hogg, 2001; Oakes, Haslam, & Turner, 1994). When a social context is well defined in terms of a pre-existing, salient intergroup differentiation, generic behavioural or trait qualities can also provide a *prescriptive* norm. For example, in a military context, loyalty is a generic prescriptive ideal that can be used to define the in-group as superior to out-groups. Even though loyalty should characterize military personnel of all types and nationalities, each army would want to show that they have more of it, proving they are ‘better’. Consistent with this idea, Abrams et al. (2002) and Marques et al. (2001) found that group members evaluated in-group members more highly relative to out-group members when they behaved consistently with generic norms. The present research shows that, even for a transient but meaningful group membership, sensitivity to the intergroup implications of loyalty emerges clearly by the age of 11 years.

**Conclusions**

The present study indicates that as children get older they begin to comprehend multiple categories and they also show evidence of both intragroup and intergroup differentiation. That is, children do not merely add individuated judgment to category-based judgment, but they integrate the two in a meaningful way. Nesdale (1999) found evidence that with age children show better memory for in-group stereotype-inconsistent traits and attribute negative stereotype-inconsistent behaviour to stable internal characteristics. This is compatible with our finding that older children were more sensitive to intragroup differences. The present study also augments Nesdale’s (1999) findings by examining judgments of deviant members in the context of direct intergroup, as well as intragroup comparisons.

The present findings support the idea that subjective group dynamics emerge in children later than basic in-group preferences. Both age groups showed evidence of significant in-group bias, whereas only the older children showed evaluative bias in both intergroup and intragroup judgments. We are conscious that this pattern of findings may be restricted to relatively novel intergroup settings. It is conceivable that in the case of strongly socially prescribed norms (e.g. gender- or age-related behavioural norms), younger children might be more adept at recognizing deviance and its implications. However, in the case of relatively novel groups, it seems likely that younger children would find it less easy to understand generic principles, such as those
of group loyalty, that provide a basis for implicit prescriptive norms. For methodological reasons, we operationalized deviance in a relatively innocuous and subtle way (expression of positive attitude towards an out-group). It is possible that younger children may be better able to interpret deviance when it involves actions that more directly challenge the member’s own group (see Mummendey & Otten, 1998). Further research is required to investigate these issues. Notwithstanding these caveats, our results are consistent with the idea that there is a developmental strengthening of the relationship between in-group bias and intragroup differentiation that evaluatively supports in-group enhancing group members. Taken together, these results underline the potential value of a developmental model for understanding the emergence of subjective group dynamics.
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